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Q1: Please provide your contact details in the boxes below:
Company (if appropriate)
Martin Grant Homes and Harcourt
Developments
Address 1

C/O Agent

Email Address

C/O Agent

Phone Number

C/O Agent

Q2: Are you are an agent responding on behalf of
another?

Yes

Q3: If you are an agent responding on behalf of another, please enter your details below:
Name
Robert Barber
Position (if appropriate)

Director

Company (if appropriate)

Pegasus Group

Address 1

4 Pioneer House

Address 2

Vission Park

Town

Histon, Cambridge

Postcode

CB24 9NL

Email Address
Phone Number

PAGE 3: Consultation on the Northampton Local Plan (Part 2)

Q4: Do you have any comments on the vision for the Northampton Local Plan (Part 2)?
1.1 My clients, Martin Grant Homes and Harcourt Developments, are generally supportive of the vision for the
Northampton Local Plan (Part 2). However, it is considered that the vision in the formal ‘draft plan’ should make a
proactive reference to the need to deliver the housing and economic growth which is comprehensively set out in the
adopted West Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy (WNJCS). Meeting the housing targets prescribed by the
WNJCS and delivering the allocated Sustainable Urban Extensions (SUE’s) is central to delivering a robust Plan
and, ultimately, a successful and thriving Northampton, as described in the current vision.
1.2 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) states that Local Plans should be drawn up over an
appropriate time scale, “preferably a 15-year time horizon”. At present, there is a disconnect between the proposed
end of the plan period for the Local Plan Part 2 and the requirement of the NPPF to plan for a 15-year period. The
vision identifies a plan period running to 2029. Page 17 of the consultation document identifies an estimated Local
Plan Part 2A adoption date of Spring 2018, assuming a 15-year plan period, the adopted Plan would actually need to
cover the period up to 2034.
1.3 Clearly this is an issue which the Council need to consider carefully moving forward as there is a need to ensure
growth is delivered across the district throughout the entirety of the plan period. The Consultation document, is
aligned to the WNJCS, for obvious reasons, but would fail to deliver growth over a 15 year periods as per the
requirements of the NPPF.
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